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Abstract: Communication is a central component in social human–robot interaction that needs to
be planned and designed prior to the actual communicative act. We therefore propose a pragmatic,
linear view of communication design for social robots that corresponds to a sender–receiver per‑
spective. Our framework is based on Lasswell’s 5Ws of mass communication: Who, says what, in
which channel, to whom, with what effect. We extend and adapt this model to communication in HRI.
In addition, we point out that, besides the predefined communicative acts of a robot, other charac‑
teristics, such as a robot’s morphology, can also have an impact on humans, since humans tend to
assign meaning to every cue in robots’ behavior and appearance. We illustrate the application of
the extended framework to three different studies on human–robot communication to demonstrate
the incremental value as it supports a systematic evaluation and the identification of similarities, dif‑
ferences, and research gaps. The framework therefore offers the opportunity for meta‑analyses of
existing research and additionally draws the path for future robust research designs for studying
human–robot communication.
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1. Introduction
“A Social Robot Cannot Not Communicate.” (L. Kunold & L. Onnasch)

The preceding quote (which arose during the preparation of this article) is based on
communication theorist Paul Watzlawick’s axiom “One cannot not communicate” which
represents one of five principal axiomsWatzlawick proposed in his theory on communica‑
tion [1]. What Watzlawick tried to stress with this grammatically odd sounding statement
is that in human communication any perceivable behavior, even the absence of action, has
the potential to be interpreted as a communicative act. This highlights the importance of
the receiver of communication as their perception and interpretation is key for the com‑
municative process, not necessarily the sender. This means that even if a person does not
intend to send a message by verbal or non‑verbal behavior, another person might still in‑
terpret the (absence of a) behavior as such.

Watzlawick’s theory was originally formulated to understand communication and
misunderstandings within human families. However, we believe the same is true for com‑
munication with social robots.

So called “social robots” can be recognized by their social interface [2] that allows
them to naturally communicate with humans in a verbal or nonverbal manner. For these
types of robots, communication is a core function (or capability) that is central to human–
robot interaction (HRI). Social robots, such as Aldebaran’s Pepper, for instance, are used
in therapeutical settings for cognitive stimulation via small talk or little games [3,4]. More‑
over, in public places, such as a train station, social robots are deployed as a next gener‑
ation of traveler services using robotic heads that are supposed to resume the customer
service [5]. Regarding these examples, it is quite clear that the design of the robot’s speech
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(verbal channel) aswell as the choice of its voice and gestures that accompany the conversa‑
tion (nonverbal channel) affect how human interaction partners might experience such an
encounter. What is less clear is the influence of additional aspects on the communication
49 with and the perception of robots like the situational context or other characteristics of
the 50 robot that are not directly associated with the communicational task. For example,
what if the robot’s sensors detect movement at the ceiling or behind the robot and the robot
gazes to the top or turns away while talking to a person? Is such behavior interpreted as
intentional behavior? If so, is it interpreted technically, e.g., as a response to sensor input,
or socially, e.g., as rudeness? What if a robot loses its WIFI‑connection and stops talking?
Such silence can also be interpreted in terms of “not not communicating” various ways
(e.g., technical error, intentional silence, keeping a secret etc.).

Communication also plays an important role in functional robots that come into con‑
tact with humans: Imagine a robot vacuum cleaner, for instance. Although the core func‑
tion of the robot is cleaning the robot nevertheless also needs channels to communicate
certain states such as “being ready to start”, or “running out of battery” via, e.g., auditory
or visual feedback. These communicative signals can also be intentionally designed so that
humans (hopefully) understand them correctly, whereas an inactive robot vacuum cleaner
being stuck under the couch and doing nothing also communicates something (e.g., that it
is in trouble). This is a communicative act that is exclusively established by the interpreta‑
tion of the observer and was not intended by the robot or its designers and programmers.
Further, single‑arm industrial robots, even those that are not designed to work with hu‑
mans, communicate from the human observer’s point of view, implicitly by performing an
action, or explicitly when an error occurs or maintenance is required (via sounds, lights,
or messages).

As the above examples illustrate, robots entering our workplace and everyday life
thus also enter our social environment in which communication (intended or not) is un‑
avoidable. To enable an effective and efficient functioning implies that robots need to adapt
to this environment, i.e., they need to become social to the extent that they use communi‑
cation in a way that humans can understand [6]. This further means that robot developers
should not only design communicative acts for robots, but they should also consider that
other variables in the communication process (e.g., visible cues in the robot’s design or the
absence of communication) affect interaction outcomes.

Human‑centered approaches to design communication skills for robots pave the way
for this adaptation as they (1) build on social scripts that have already been learned in
human‑human interactions and are therefore intuitive to humans, (2) offer opportunities
for mutual cooperation between humans and robots, which better illustrates interaction
instead of “just” operating amachine, and (3) explicitly introduce communication concepts
into HRI and do not leave it to chance how a robot’s actions are interpreted.

In accordance with the aforementioned importance of communication in HRI, an ex‑
tensive body of research already exists regarding communication with robots: Studies
have investigated what people talk about with robots [7] or how a robot should talk to
humans [8,9]. Klüber and Onnasch [10], for example, could show that people prefer a
robot that uses natural speech for communication instead of sounds or text output. Hoff‑
mann et al. [11] revealed that robot errors do not negatively impact liking, trust and accep‑
tance if a robot uses a warm and human‑like language. Furthermore, studies have shown
that an appropriate vocal prosody has positive effects in terms of empathy [12] and the
perception of social abilities [13]. Focusing on sound and noise as non‑verbal communi‑
cation for HRI, Joosse et al. [14] demonstrated that intentional noise instead of constant
noise accompanying a robot’s approach velocity led to more positive attitudes and was
helpful to communicate the robot’s goals to the user. Others have focused on non‑verbal
communication in HRI like color and motion [15] or gestures [16]. With regard to the lat‑
ter, Admoni et al. [17] have detailed a robot behavior model that accounts for top‑down
and bottom‑up features of an HRI scene to decide when and how a robot should perform
deictic references like looking or pointing to improve task performance in collaboration
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with humans. The model adds to the rising research regarding the use of artificial gaze be‑
havior to communicate a robot’s subsequently following actions [18–20]. Further research
addresses the data‑driven generation of communicative acts from the robot to the human
and the understanding of communication input like natural speech [21,22]. For instance,
Janssens and colleagues [23] proposed a data‑driven method to generate situated conver‑
sation starters for HRI based on visual context. The model enables a robot to record visual
data of the interacting human and to generate appropriate greetings to initiate an interac‑
tion. Engaging people in such small talk with robots is a promising approach to increase
the naturalness and social character of the artificial conversational agent.

As the previous studies exemplify, researchers have already provided substantial
knowledge to build language models for robots, to choose the preferred mode of com‑
munication, to design robot voices that are pleasant or to determine which content robots
should communicate at all. However, a drawback that the aforementioned studies point
out is that “communication” is an umbrella term for different perspectives and constructs.
These variations and the lack of definitions complicate the comparison of results and the
identification of relevant factors. This leads to a very unstructured state of the art and com‑
plicates drawing distinct interpretations of experimental findings regarding the impact
and design of communication in HRI. In consequence, insights often remain at the level of
single use cases, from which it is difficult to derive design recommendations and/or pre‑
dictions about the impact of a robot’s communication on humans. Here, it is particularly
important to understand the interplay of factors such as the embodiment of a robot, the se‑
lected communication channel, and the addressed target group in which communication
occurs and is assessed. Each individual factor can influence the outcome of communica‑
tion and should therefore be taken into account both when evaluating study results and
when designing communication for robots.

To support knowledge accumulation, to enable the formulation of design guidelines
for communication in HRI and tomake research gaps visible, a meta‑perspective is needed
that allows a systematic classification of HRI communication research. Therefore, we pro‑
pose a framework that uses the questions introduced by Lasswell in his theory on human
communication (Who, says what, in which channel, to whom, with what effect) [24] to
identify crucial variables in the design of communication for social robots that focusses on
the intended effects of a robot’s communication on humans. We assume that the frame‑
work is useful to first structure existing knowledge on the impact of communicative cues
and second, to design such cues based on intended effects of communication. This con‑
tributes to a more structured view on communicative acts for social robots including a
controversy about what can be regarded as communication, which channels are provided
and designable for a specific type of robot in a specific situation. The framework further
supports a deeper understanding of the variety of factors affecting how communicative
acts by social robots are perceived by humans. Finally, our framework helps interpreting
and comparing existing work on communication effects by identifying variables that influ‑
ence the outcome, such as variations in the source, themessage, the channel, or the receiver
of communication.

In the following, we start by establishing common ground by defining social robots
and communication in order to build the scope for the framework and its implications.
We then refer to existing approaches to study communication, with and without robots,
before we turn to the communication framework for social robots that we propose as an
adaptation of traditional communication theory to HRI.

2. Definitions
2.1. Social Robots

In line with related research, we define social robots as embodied machines capable
of interacting with humans in social contexts, which requires these robots to follow social,
interpersonal norms and rules [25,26].
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Social robots have already entered various settings in which they engage in social
interactions, e.g., public spaces, private home environments, healthcare, and educational
settings. Figure 1 depicts such examples. Although these robots differ with respect to
tasks and appearance, their main distinguishing feature is their ability to communicate
with humans using verbal (e.g., small talk, jokes, sentence complexity) or non‑verbal be‑
haviors (e.g., gestures, eye movements, voice quality or even body temperature) that often
resemble those of humans or animals. In consequence, these behaviors are interpreted by
humans as cues to the sociality of the counterpart – so‑called “social cues” e.g., [27]. Some
authors therefore emphasize that even if fluent, human‑like communication between hu‑
mans and robots is desirable, the machine‑like nature of a robot must remain recognizable
to be ethically acceptable [6].
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2.2. Social Robot’s Communication
In a very basic understanding, communication between humans and robots can be

understood as a dyadic process that includes a sender, a message, and a receiver [28]. Al‑
though communication represents amutual process between at least two agents (e.g., [29]),
communicative acts of robots need to be designed in advance of the actual interaction.
Therefore, we argue that a linear understanding of communication, as in classical transmis‑
sion or sender‑receiver‑models (e.g., [28]), is the most appropriate starting point for com‑
munication design, as we manipulate the robot as the source of communication (sender)
and examine the effects on a human as the receiver. In this sense, messages between
humans and robots are exchanged through communication channels that allow for in‑
put and output [30]. Here, input describes how information is transmitted to the robot
(e.g., through speech or touch) and output describes how the robot communicates with
the human. Both input and output can include visual, auditory, and tactile channels, or in
the words of interpersonal communication research: verbal and nonverbal behaviors. In
HRI, these are typically visual displays, gestures, natural language, and physical interac‑
tion [31].

Based on these definitions and assumptions, we define a social robot’s communica‑
tion as a designable output channel, verbal or nonverbal, that actively needs to be designed
to achieve intended consequences (e.g., user engagement, coordination, trust) and to pre‑
vent unintended consequences (e.g., a social interpretation of non‑social robot actions that
might disturb the intended interaction). From this perspective, a robot’s communication
is understood as an intentionally designed behavior. However, we also acknowledge that
humans have a strong tendency to assign meaning to everything they perceive [32,33], in‑
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cluding cues and behaviors that were not designed as such (e.g., Pepper’s posture in power
saving mode bending forward can be interpreted as “sad” “intimidated”).

Conclusively, social robots, like humans, “cannot not communicate” [1] and design‑
ers of social robots’ communication should take all perceivable cues of a robot as well
as the human audience into account when estimating communication effects (e.g., visible
cables, an emergency stop button, the color with which an LED lights up, generally the
morphology of a robot) [34].

3. Peculiarities of Communication with Social Robots
The communication with social robots is unique in contrast to other forms of dig‑

italized communication because it enables interactions close to interpersonal encounters
(see Table 1). Social robots allow for reciprocal communication (sending and receiving
messages) and are typically co‑located in humans’ physical environment. Furthermore,
communication with social robots typically happens in real‑time while being sensitive
and reactive to human behavior and the environment (temporal proximity). In addition,
they allow for physical contact as they can touch humans, manipulate objects, and can be
touched by humans (bodily contact; compare categorization in [35]). In contrast to physi‑
cally embodied social robots, speech assistants, such as Alexa or Siri, can also engage in a
reciprocal interaction, and their voice can be perceived as co‑located, but visual cues and
the possibility for bodily contact are missing.

Table 1. Forms of communication, adapted from Zimmer et al. [35]; * rows and columns extend the
original version.

Type of
Communication Reciprocity Spatial

Proximity
Temporal
Proximity

Bodily
Contact * Channel

* Verbal * Nonverbal

Social/Interpersonal X X X X X X

Parasocial
(e.g., on TV) Sometimes X X

Computer mediated
(e.g., chat, social media) X X X Partial

* Artificial:
(e.g., speech assistants) X X X

Partial
(reduced to
e.g., prosody)

* Artificial:
(e.g., embodied
virtual agents)

X X X X
Partial

(reduced to visual
and acoustic)

* Artificial:
(e.g., physically

embodied, co‑located
social robots)

X X X X X X

The same applies to virtual conversational agents. Whereas the communication can
be categorized as reciprocal, the spatial proximity is different from physically embodied
robots [36,37]. Especially robots’ physical embodiment allows for a broad range of commu‑
nicative acts, verbally as well as nonverbally. While disembodied agents such as speech as‑
sistants only rely on verbal communication, and virtually embodied conversational agents
can add visible nonverbal communication cues such as gestures or gaze, but no physical
contact, social robots serve the full range of interaction possibilities: reciprocal, co‑located,
real‑time, and embodied. Table 1 summarizes the possibilities of communication with dif‑
ferent agents and technologies and again highlights the multifaceted communicative abil‑
ities of social robots that closely resemble actual interpersonal communication (first and
last row).
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4. Views on Communication
4.1. Communication Models in HRI

Most communication models that were specifically developed for HRI stress the reci‑
procity of communication and therefore address both entities separately, the robot and
the human. For instance, Banks and De Graaf [29] have proposed an agent‑agnostic trans‑
mission model that rejects an exclusive assignment of communicative roles (sender, mes‑
sage, channel, receiver) to traditionally held agents (typically humans). It instead focuses
on evaluating agents according to their functions as a means for considering what roles
are held in communication processes. In doing so, technological artefacts like robots can
become sender and receiver, too, and are not limited to roles within the transmission
process anymore.

In a same line of thought, de Visser and colleagues have proposed an integrative
model for trust in human‑robot teams [38]. Although the model only implicitly addresses
communication, it shares Banks’ and De Graaf’s [29] idea that interacting robots and hu‑
mans can be equal agents as both contribute to what de Visser and colleagues call relation‑
ship equity, an emotional resource that predicts the degree of goodwill between two actors
and subsequent behavior [38].

Frijns and colleagues [31] address the question of sender and receiver as well, but
draw contrary conclusions. Their main argument is that in HRI or in interaction with any
other technical artifact, communication can never be a symmetric process with regard to
capabilities, components, and processes that are agent‑inherent. Accordingly, they pro‑
pose an asymmetric interaction model which differentiates (a) the human with regard to
information analysis and action selection processes, (b) the situation including aspects of
the interaction like interfaces but also the physical environment and interactional conse‑
quences such as a (situational) common ground, and (c) the robotic system in relation to
(technical) information processing and action execution functions.

What the aforementioned models have in common is the reciprocal character of
communication that is highlighted by dynamic agent roles [29], or explicit feedback
loops [31,38]. From a design perspective, the inclusion of feedback loops in social HRI
represents a challenge as humans are hard to predict in terms of perceptions, attitudes, af‑
fect, and behavior due to the huge amount of variety and complexity of human reactions.
Accordingly, it seems reasonable to first think about human‑robot communication as a dis‑
crete process instead of a dynamic and reciprocal one. To consider a robot’s communica‑
tive acts in a discrete and linear way allows to identify relevant robot design aspects that
alleviate communication for humans. Traditional transmission models of communication
build a good starting point as they represent unidirectional processes of communication
(see Figure 2).
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4.2. Transmission Models of Communication
The mathematical theory of communication proposed by Shannon and Weaver [28]

that was originally introduced to optimize the message exchange via telecommunication,
depicts communication as a linear process inwhichmessages are transferred from a source
(on the left) to a destination (on the right, Figure 2). The information source in the model
is the sender of a message, who decides what should be communicated. The message is
then sent to the receiver through a transmitter and a channel. The transmitter changes the
message into a signal that allows for the transfer through a certain communication chan‑
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nel. Finally, the receiver decodes the signal back into a message. The focus of Shannon
and Weaver’s model was to identify factors that lead to misunderstandings, which can be
caused by noise in signal transmission and lead to incorrect decoding. Regarding commu‑
nicationwith robots, the robot can be regarded as the sender that starts the communication
based on specific events like having arrived at a certain destination or having encountered
an obstacle on the robot’s path that triggers asking for help. The robot’s verbal and nonver‑
bal channels are the channel through which communicative signals are transmitted to the
human interaction partner (receiver) who decodes the robot’s behavior, i.e., assigns mean‑
ing to it. Ambiguities in the encoded signal or other unintended communicative cues can
affect whether the message is successfully transmitted as intended or not.

A strength of this linear view is that it focuses on core communicative functions in‑
dependent of agent type. However, with respect to HRI we assume that characteristics of
the agent (here: the social robot) affect how a communicative act is perceived by humans
and further restricts the possible forms of communication (e.g., a robot with‑out facial fea‑
tures cannot display facial expressions). Hence, we propose to consider another theory
that shares the unidirectional process view, namely Lasswell’s 5Wmodel of mass commu‑
nication [24,39].

Similar to the transmission model, Lasswell’s model on mass communication [24] de‑
scribes communication in a process‑based linear way following five subsequent questions:
Who (source) says What (message) in Which way (channel) to Whom (receiver) with What
effect (Figure 3)?
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An incremental aspect of this model compared to Shannon’s andWeave’sr [28] is that
Lasswell highlights the outcome of communication (‘What effect’). Effect in this context
implies a manipulation of the receiver by the message. This change has to be observable
and measurable, and its extent depends on different elements within the communication
process. The model can therefore be used as a helpful template in designing communi‑
cation studies because it encourages consideration of the entire process, including inde‑
pendent variables (manipulable cues/behaviors), moderators (characteristics of the source
and the receiver), and dependent variables (effects) in a study design. Furthermore, Lass‑
well’s focus on mass communication implies that communication is not spontaneous but
planned. The model thus regards the communicative act as something that must and can
be designed before the actual communication takes place, which is quite similar to what
we assume for the design of communication for social robots.

Some researchers, have criticized such models because of their rigidity and linearity
which seems to lack the mutual character of communication [40]. However, while this is
an appropriate argument for more complex communicative acts between hu‑mans, linear
models seem suitable in their simplicity to systematize and understand the communica‑
tive process between humans and robots. In such scenarios, we usually do not focus on
the human (because of the huge amount of variety) but on the robot as the agent that can
be manipulated by design. In HRI research, a lot of studies therefore focus on how a robot
should communicate and how its messages and itself are perceived by the human counter‑
part. This view does not take the mutual character of communication into account; how‑
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ever, this can be neglected because the design of a social robot’s communication is in focus
(i.e. unidirectional communication from the robot to the human).

Taken together, we suggest to apply a linear view on communication for the inten‑
tional and planned design of social robots’ communication based on the questions intro‑
duced by Lasswell [24]. Including some adaptations and extensions, we believe that Lass‑
well’s approach has the potential to build a profound basis to formulate design guidelines
and to make research gaps visible by offering a systematic classification of HRI communi‑
cation research.

5. Our Application of Lasswell’s Theory to HRI
We adapted Lasswell’s five questions to build a framework that is useful to classify

communication with social robots (i.e., all robots, that communicate with humans). The
questions address exactly the relevant variables that have an impact on the effect of a
designated communicative act (Figure 4; Please note: Our application of Lasswell’s ques‑
tions to communication with social robots should be regarded as an initial (not exhaus‑
tive) template to categorize communication research and effects of social robot’s commu‑
nication in HRI. Extensions are highly welcomed). Based on the framework, it is possi‑
ble to analyze communication between robots and humans in a structured manner by an‑
swering the questions proposed by Lasswell [24]. It allows for systematic comparisons of
existing (and upcoming) communication research in HRI to identify design and commu‑
nication characteristics (e.g., human‑like/machine‑like language, use of lights, or move‑
ment trajectories) that determine what effect a robot’s communicative behavior has on
humans, which further affects whether communication is perceived, understood, trusted,
and accepted. Moreover, the questions and the framework allow to tailor a social robot’s
communicative acts in order to achieve a certain effect on the human agent’s side (e.g.,
transparency/understanding, trust and cooperation). It therefore is a useful tool for retro‑
spective and prospective research and design questions. Figure 4 illustrates the adapted
framework.

5.1. The Source or the “Who” in HRI
In our framework the source is supposed to be a physically embodied robot, whereby

the framework is also applicable to other artificial entities that allow for communication
(e.g., virtual conversational agents or speech assistants). If we consider embodied robots
alone, they can fulfill different roles, depending on the interaction context, and they can
take a wide variety of forms, mainly representing anthropo‑morphic, zoomorphic, or tech‑
nical morphologies [30]. The consideration of robot role and morphology is crucial as
it shapes the subsequent communication process. Rau et al. [41], for example, revealed
that a robot’s role affects people’s active response and engagement. In this study partici‑
pants had higher active response ratings when robots had a social role as teachers or tour
guides compared to a robot as a security guard. Addressing appearance, Babel and col‑
leagues could further show that people complied with a technical looking robot more than
with a humanlike robot when it requested priority over an elevator using the same ver‑
bal commands [42]. They conclude that politeness norms might be triggered more by an
anthropomorphic robot design than by a technical appearance. Commands by an anthro‑
pomorphic robot might therefore be interpreted as impolite whereas they seem to match
a mechanical appearance.

Contrary findings about the communication of a particularmessagemay hence be due
to the appearance or role of a robot. It is therefore important to consider the entire robot
to identify potential communicative cues that might shape the interaction and the primary
message that is intended to be transferred to the human counterpart. Zhong et al. [43], for
example, aimed to investigatewhether voice determines robot likeability. For this purpose,
they had participants evaluate two distinct robots (Pepper by Softbank Robotics, Joey by
Jinn‑Bot Robotics &Design). Their results demonstrated that the robot with amore natural
sounding voice (here: Pepper)wasmore liked in general than the robotwith amonotonous,
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machinelike voice (Joey). However, it is difficult to claim that the voice of the robot alone
caused more or less likability since two different robots with different morphological fea‑
tures were compared. In order to test for main effects of the robot’s voice, the appearance
should be kept equal.
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A robot’s morphology further determines which output channels are available and
can be manipulated by design (e.g., gaze can only be designed for robots with a head
and/or facial features). Visual morphological features have already been shown to elicit
expectations about a robot’s capabilities [44]. Moreover, the presence of visible features
can trigger expectations with regard to communicative capabilities: For instance, robots
with facial features are expected to be able to communicate verbally and understand natu‑
ral language input [45]. Hence, the mere presence of features such as eyes communicates
meaning. If these features are not carefully designed and/or their communicative potential
is ignored, unfavorable/unintentional interpretations and reactions might occur [33]. On‑
nasch and colleagues, for example, could show that robot eyes that are purely decorative
on an industrial robot lead to reduced trust in a robot and can even be detrimental in terms
of performance as they might distract humans from actual task fulfillment [46,47].

5.2. The Message or the “What” in HRI
What should be communicated can be decided based on the goals of communication.

In the interpersonal context, message‑centered definitions differentiate (a) interactionman‑
agement, (b) relationship management, and (c) instrumental goals of communication [48].
Interaction management goals include, for example, initiating or ending a conversation,
tailoring a message to an audience, and managing the impression one gives of oneself.
Relational goals include building, maintaining, and restoring a relationship, and finally,
instrumental goals include functions such as compliance, support, or entertainment [48].

Transferred to communication with robots, an instrumental goal of communication
can be to fulfill a task, e.g., by giving advice. In contrast, a relational goal of a robot’s com‑
munication can be to establish a bond, e.g., through self‑disclosure or reciprocity (e.g., [49]).
An interaction management goal of robots’ could be for instance to start a conversation
(e.g., [23]), or to be trusted and liked by a person. This can be achieved through the use of
politeness, flattery, or humor. Table 2 exemplifies these goals of communication in relation
to the communicative act and intended effects.

Table 2. Examples of verbal and nonverbal communicative acts, goals, and effects.

Example Communication Goal Act of Communication Effect

“Hi, my name is Pepper”

Interactional
(display robot identity),

Relational
(bonding)

Self‑disclosure
(Name)

Social treatment
Anthropomorphization

“What’s your name”

Interactional
(start conversation),

Relational
(signal interest in other)

(Ask) Question Response/answer
Inviting communication

“I like your name” Relational
(signal warmth) Compliment Liking of robot

Positive affect

“Error” Instrumental
(information) Verbal warning

Awareness
Attention

Understanding

“Sorry”

Interactional
(reputation management),

Relational
(relationship maintenance)

Verbal excuse
Trust Repair
Positive Affect
Cooperation

“Pass me the salt” Instrumental
(task fulfillment)

Request
Command

Elicit action
→ hand over object
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Table 2. Cont.

Example Communication Goal Act of Communication Effect

“You are in my way” Instrumental
(task fulfillment)

Annotation/
Complaint

Elicit action
→move to let robot pass by

“Take the green box and put
it into the shelf”

Instrumental
(task fulfillment) Instruction Elicit action

→move object to said position

Nonverbal examples

Robot blinking Instrumental
(attention)

Issue, Error,
Problem

Awareness
Elicit Action→ coping

Gaze at object Instrumental
(guide attention) Affordance Elicit Action→ look to object

Point to object Instrumental
(guide attention) Affordance Elicit Action→ look to object

Battery sign Instrumental
(transparency) Affordance

Awareness
Understanding

→ elicit action: charge battery

Smiling Relational
(liking) Affect display Liking, Acceptance

With respect to the content of a message (see Figure 4), the examples show that a sep‑
aration of interactional and relational content is difficult, therefore we decided to collapse
messages that address these dimensions into one category. In conclusion, themessage con‑
tent can thus be separated into “interactional/relational”, “instrumental”, and if nothing is
applicable, “other” content.

Besides the content of the message, the question how a message is communicated
(quality, Figure 4) should also be considered. Whether communicative signals should be
designed naturally (e.g., human‑like), artificially (e.g., machine‑like) or something in be‑
tween (hybrid) is a much discussed question (e.g., [6]). Correspondingly, research on com‑
munication inHRI often opposes humanlike andmachinelike communication designs. On
the extrema, a robot could either speak in a natural humanlike way using spoken natural
language and a humanlike voice, or it can communicate in a machinelike way via com‑
mand language displayed as text on a screen. However, several other combinations are
possible to design communication with different qualities.

For example, related research showed that changes on the sentence/word level (e.g.,
humanlike: “Hello my name is Pepper what’s your name?”; versus machinelike: “System
up, person recognized. Enter name . . . ”)while keeping the voice and output channel equal
affect the likeability, trust and intention to use a humanoid robot in a service context [11].

Both the content and the quality of a message should hence be explicated when com‑
munication in HRI is analyzed or designed.

5.3. The “Channel” in HRI
In HRI the communication channel can be defined based on the communication form

and output modality (Figure 4 above). By form we mean whether a message is transmitted
verbally (using spoken language) or nonverbally (using body language). Moreover, the
channel can be categorized depending on the output modality: According to Bonarini [34],
robots’ use of different output modalities, i.e., auditory, visual, and tactile, address the
equivalent human channels, i.e., hearing, sight, and touch. Examples for possible combi‑
nations of communication form and output modality are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Example combinations of communication form and output modality.

Output Modality

Communication Form Auditive Visual Tactile

Verbal Speech
“I am a robot”

Text on Screen
“Push the button”

Braille
(dots on reader)

Nonverbal
Sounds
Laughing
Yawning

Facial Expression
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For example, when a robot communicates with its user via text messages on a tablet
screen, the channel can be categorized as verbal and visual, because language is conveyed
through words on visible screen. In contrast, if a robot uses sound, such as non‑linguistic
utterances (e.g., beeps) like R2D2, the channel can be categorized as nonverbal (no words
included) and auditory. In addition, nonverbal aspects of speech such as prosody can also
be categorized as nonverbal and auditory.

The use of verbal communication for a robot depends on its ability to produce lan‑
guage output, e.g., through a text‑to speech module and speakers. Instead, the use of
nonverbal communication mainly depends on morphological features, e.g., eyes to gaze, a
face to display facial expressions, hand‑like features to point to an object or touch a human.
The role and consequences of a robot’s morphology on human interaction partners have
already been stressed under “Who” accordingly (see Section 5.1).

5.4. The Receiver or the “to Whom” in HRI
The addressee of the robot’s communication in the model is defined as the human

interaction partner, which can also be a group of people, however, for the sake of simplicity,
we use a single individual to exemplify the question. Note that the model can also be
switched to communication from a human (who) to a robot (whom), but this is also out of
the scope of this paper.

Individual characteristics of the person, such as age [50], attitudes, anxiety, and prior
experiences with robots [51], can influence how the communication is perceived. Birm‑
ingham et al. [52] observed, for example, that participants with more negative attitudes
towards robots evaluated empathetic communication from a humanoid robot differently
from participants with less negative attitudes. Those with negative attitudes preferred
cognitive expressions more than affective empathetic expressions from a robot.

Hancock et al. [53,54] further differentiate ability‑based factors that also have to be
considered. For instance, a person’s expertise with regard to the task can also influence
which communicationmight be appropriate. For highly trained experts, a short goal‑based
message might be more instrumental, probably even a robot’s gaze might be sufficient,
whereas novicesmight need additional explanations or should even be guided step by step
through the task by the robot. Hence, the “to whom” must be considered when designing
communicative cues for a certain audience.

5.5. The Communication “Effect” in HRI
According to our model, the answers to the aforementioned questions (who, says

what, how, to whom) determine the effect that a robot’s communication will have on hu‑
mans. Effects can be differentiated into intentional effects (effects following a design de‑
cision) and unintentional effects, the latter summarizing interpretations of robots’ appear‑
ance or behavior as communication although not designed as such, because also robots
cannot not communicate. Unintentional effects can, but do not have to be unfavorable.
An example for unfavorable effects is the transfer of occupational stereo‑types by robot
appearance or voice to HRI. For example, Goetz et al. revealed that female looking robots
were more strongly associated with social roles such as a drawing instructor or an actress
thanmale looking robots [55]. Although other studies have not found that prevailing occu‑
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pational gender stereotypes apply to robots [56,57] it should still be considered (or at best
avoided) when designing communication in HRI as a possible confounding factor (e.g.,
appearance or gendered voice).

Furthermore, communication effects can be categorized according to their communi‑
cation goals, i.e., task‑related or social. Task‑related effects help in accomplishing a task,
e.g., by eliciting awareness, attention, transparency or actions as responses to communica‑
tion. Social effects help to foster a favorable impression of the robot and the experience
measured by the evaluation of the robot, positive emotional reactions, and cooperative
behaviors.

Communication goals have to be aligned with effect measure categorieswhen planning
studies on HRI. For example, when task‑related coordination is the communication goal,
behavioral outcomemeasures might be more informative with regard to goal achievement
than perceptional measures (e.g., likeability) that only indirectly affect human–robot coor‑
dination [58].

5.6. Additional Important Variables
The adaption of Lasswell’s questions to communication with robots builds the core

framework to systemize and design communicative acts from robots to humans. From a
practical perspective, these core questions have to further be embedded into the context in
which HRI takes place. Communication needs a referential frame that provides meaning
but also constraints to the interaction. From a research perspective, another variable that
has to be considered is the evaluation method that is used to conduct research in HRI.
How insights on HRI are obtained plays a crucial role for interpreting results and drawing
conclusions with regard to generalizability and transferability from single case studies.
Both variables represent the bracket of our framework (see Figure 4).

In general, we understand everything as context that relates to the application domain
in which a social robot is applied. Examples include the service domain, therapeutical
settings, the education, healthcare or entertainment domain. All of these have different
requirements for communication within HRI. For example, several studies have already
shown that anthropomorphic robot appearance and communication are beneficial in social
task settings inwhich the interaction is (part of) the task goal itself (like in therapeutical set‑
tings), butmight not be appropriate in industrial settings inwhich people expect to interact
with tools instead of robotic teammates [59,60]. On the other hand, a machine‑like com‑
munication might be inappropriate in service and social settings in which people expect
robots to adhere to certain social norms and to become part of the social network [11,61].
The context therefore has to be considered as a guardrail for the design of communication
and interaction. Robots that are used in educational settings have to be tailored to the spe‑
cific needs of children and the robot’s role in these settings. The dragonbot, developed
by MIT, for instance, represents a tutoring robot that was designed as a peer that learns
together with the child [62]. The success of this robot in tutoring and learning is that it
creates a playful and motivating environment that is also suitable for long‑term interac‑
tions [63]. Although robots in service environments should engage people in interaction,
too, the context reveals different requirements. First of all, the service domain often rep‑
resents a multi‑person environment which implies several challenges for communication
like the identification of the receiver or the general noise level. In such unstructured envi‑
ronments with groups of people, unexpected social dynamics can emerge that also have
to be considered for a robot implementation. For example, several studies have shown the
potential of robot abuse by groups of children in public spaces like shopping malls. This
implies specific requirements for the robot and communication design (which are in stark
contrast to requirements for robots in educational settings), e.g., robust materials, random
and fast robot movements and trajectories (to be able to escape), as well as visual and be‑
havioral feedback according to exerted physical force on the robot [64–66]. Whereas all
of this is not part of the communication design which might focus on task‑related aspects,
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such as motivating people to buy a particular product or providing information where to
find certain shops, it has to be considered for the overall success of HRI.

In addition, the context can also determine the appropriateness of the communication
channel. A verbal speech communication of a robot might be suitable in home settings but
not in service environments with high noise levels. In the latter case, a verbal text commu‑
nication and/or a visual communication via color or light might be more efficient as it de‑
mands other cognitive resources than the auditory input and therefore can be processed by
the human counterpart more easily and unobtrusively [67]. Speech communication might
also not be appropriate inmulti‑person settings, such as care facilities or hospitals, as some
messages can contain personal data like medication plans that should not be shared with
bystanders (e.g., when the robot’s task is to remind a person to take their medication). In
such cases, again, a more indirect communication via text could be more suitable.

Another aspect that is determined by the context is the depth of HRI. Whereas in
service domains communication between a robot and a human typically represents only
short encounters (e.g., a robot greeting a customer), other contexts require long‑term in‑
teractions, e.g., the use of robots as companion robots in home settings. Requirements
for short‑term interactions with robots are comparable to requirements for walk‑up‑and‑
use products. They should be intuitive and easy to use for everyone without additional
knowledge [68,69]. Of course, whereas these requirements are also desirable for long‑term
interactions, the latter pose far more complex challenges to HRI. To engage people over an
extended period of time, communication needs to be personalized [70]. Robots for long‑
term interaction need to develop a pervasive robot memory that goes beyond the mere
passive storage of (symbolic) semantic information which enables the adaptation of com‑
munication over time and experience [71,72].

The second variable we added to the core framework of communication with social
robots is the evaluation method that describes by which means a social robot’s commu‑
nication is researched. The choice of evaluation method is crucial for the generalizabil‑
ity and transferability of results. For example, Kunold et al. [73] revealed inconsistent
findings in a conceptual, video‑based replication of a laboratory experiment on nonver‑
bal communication (here: affective touch). The discrepancies demonstrate that not all
observation‑based research results can be transferred to actual HRI experiences without
restrictions. Moreover, there is a growing body of research indicating that physically em‑
bodied robots are sometimes perceived differently than virtual two‑dimensional agents
and have different effects depending on the task and interaction context [36,74,75]. These
differences can partially be explained by variations in capability attributions depending
on the agents’ embodiment (i.e., virtual of physical; [76]), but also morphological differ‑
ences [44]. Therefore, whether results on communication with robots stem from embod‑
ied HRI (laboratory vs. field studies) or other kinds of stimulus presentations (e.g., textual,
audio‑ or video‑recordings, simulated interactions in virtual environments) might further
alter observable effects.

Considering these different forms of how communication is presented could further
help to answer the questionwhether observed effects are unique effects of embodied, robots’
communication, or mere communication effects. The latter would imply that the same
message triggers equal effects regardless of the source of communication and support the
approach of agent‑agnostic communication models [29].

Furthermore, the choice of evaluation method also has a significant impact on the
choice of outcome variables (Section 5.5). Studies on communication with robots that use
video‑recordings or audios that are played to participants reduce the number of possible
outcome variables to the perception of the robot, evaluative or affective con‑sequences. The
assessment of behavioral measures like task performance or cooperative behavior would
not be feasible due to method constraints. Another difference be‑tween such studies and
physical HRI studies is that robot performance in videos or the audios is often a perfected
representation and lacks other stimuli like noises caused by movements of the robot [77],
the ventilation of the built‑in processor (which might lead to a far more technical percep‑
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tion of the robot) or the impression of social presence evoked by physical presence of
a robot. Attempts to draw general conclusions from such studies to actual interactions
should therefore be done with caution.

6. Example Application of the Framework to Existing Communication Studies
Todemonstrate the anticipateduse of the framework, we chose three exemplaryworks

that investigated communication with social robots and structured the studies according
to the framework. We chose one example of a study on verbal [53], and two on nonverbal
forms of communication [78,79] (see Figure 5).

The study by Birmingham et al. [53] investigated differences in viewers’ perceptions
of cognitive and affective empathetic statements made by a robot in response to human
disclosure. Participants perceived the robot that made affective empathetic statements as
being more empathetic than the robot that made cognitive empathetic statements. Addi‑
tionally, results revealed that participantswithmore negative attitudes toward robotswere
more likely to rate the cognitive condition as more empathetic than the affective condition.

Castro‑González and colleagues [78] investigated how the combination of bodily ap‑
pearance and movement characteristics of a robot alter people’s attributions of animacy,
likability, trustworthiness, and unpleasantness. The study showed that naturalistic mo‑
tion was judged to be more animate than mechanical motion, but only when the robot re‑
sembled a human form. Naturalistic motion improved likeability regardless of the robot’s
appearance. Finally, a robot with a human form was rated as more disturbing when it
moved naturalistically.

The third study researched the power of robot touch on a robot’s perception/evaluation,
affect and behavior [79]. Results demonstrated that participants reacted by smiling and
laughing to robot touch. Furthermore, participants who were touched by the robot com‑
plied significantly more frequently with a request posed by the robot during conversation,
and reported better feelings compared to those who were not touched. Touch had no ef‑
fects on subjective evaluations of the robot or on the interaction experience.

The categorization of studies according to our framework reveals similarities and dif‑
ferences between the studies. What strikes at first is that although all studies are on social
communication with robots, they vary different aspects of communication. Bimingham
et al. [52] at first glance have implemented a very clear‑cut design as they only vary one
aspect, i.e., the content of themessagewhich is either a cognitive empathetic or an affective
empathetic statement. However, if we look at themethod in de‑tail, we find that nonverbal
expressions of the robot (i.e., gestures) were additionally included in the interaction. Based
on our framework, it can be assumed that both aspects are relevant influencing factors and
may have caused other effects than the pure variation of verbal expressions.

Hoffmann and Krämer [79] on the other hand, kept the message constant but varied
whether the robot additionally communicated via non‑verbal touch or just used verbal
speech communication. Castro‑González et al. [78] have chosen to vary two aspects that
impact communication: First, they varied aspects of the sender (two‑arm humanlike body
vs. single‑arm mechanical body), and second, the channel of communication (movement:
humanlike smooth ormechanistic path). Furthermore, they introduced verbal communica‑
tion via speech to the experimental setup but did not vary it. This already indicates a very
complex designwhich always has the potential for confounding or unintended effects. For
example, the fact that trustworthiness was unaffected by the experimental manipulations
in the latter study could be due to the fact that, before the experiment started, the robot
welcomed and instructed participants via speech to the following game and supported
the game flow via verbal turn taking. This very strong social cue might have overridden
other more subtle effects like movement. As speech is based on complex cognitive pro‑
cesses in humans this might have been a primary source for participants’ trustworthiness
evaluations of the robot. It therefore would be interesting to replicate the study without
the robot’s verbal communicative component. This also applies to the study by Hoffmann
and Krämer [80] that focused on the manipulation of nonverbal communication (i.e., affec‑
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tive touch from the robot to the participants) but neglected to investigate the verbal state‑
ments that accompanied touch. Accompanying humanlike/sympathetic statements such
as “I understand” can strongly impact the perception of a robot, its perceivedwarmth, and
competencies, and should hence be further investigated in more detail in the future.
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Furthermore, the categorization of studies into the framework reveals that the receiver
has not been defined in great detail, except by Birmingham et al. [52]. It is therefore difficult
tomake statements about the generalizability of the findings or to compare the effects of the
communication on the receiver. To be able tomake such statements, a first stepwould be to
encourage researchers to providemore information on the receiver despite age and gender.

What is also apparent from the comparison is that only the study by Hoffmann and
Krämer [79] has included different levels of effect measure categories, i.e., perceptual eval‑
uations, affective and behavioral measures. Behavioral measures in particular are under‑
represented in social HRI, which might also be due to the fact that a huge body of research
is conducted via (online) questionnaires that rely on observations of photo or video stimuli,
making the introduction of behavioral measures difficult to impossible.

In favor of this method, the effects often studied focus on the perceived liking of the
robot, which can be easily captured by self‑report measures and do not necessarily need a
live encounter with a robot. However, this does not take into account that the impression
people develop without real (live) contact with a robot does not imperatively correspond
to the experience in real interaction. Moreover, it does not elaborate on the consequences
of such judgments, e.g., how liking and sympathy will affect individuals’ behavior in real
interaction. Mere questioning “How would you behave in the situation?” is difficult here,
since many individuals lack previous experience with a real robot and their anticipated
reaction might differ from actual behavior (e.g., [80]). To strengthen results, multi‑method
approaches are desirable. We therefore stronglywelcome further efforts to assess the effect
of communication in HRI in a multifaceted way on different levels. This brings us to an‑
other category of the framework that is of interest with regard to the comparison of studies,
the evaluation method. Two of the three studies investigated communication in a real‑life
laboratory experiment with an embodied robot [78,79]. Instead, Birmingham et al. [81]
used video‑recordings of scripted HRI with actors that participants had to evaluate. This
reveals an important difference of the studies. Whereas in the laboratory studies, partic‑
ipants were the actual interaction partner and receiver of communication, participants in
the online study had a passive, third person perspective and evaluated the interaction from
ameta perspective of an observer. The transferability of results to actual HRI settings there‑
fore has to be done with caution (for a discussion on the comparability of live interaction
and observation see [73]). This calls for further research to validate results.

7. Summary
In this paper, we have argued that communication is a central interaction com‑ponent

in social HRI. In doing so, however, we observed that it is an overly broad term that needs
to be defined more precisely to gain a deeper understanding of the implications of vari‑
ous forms of robot communication. To support our arguments, we first de‑fined what we
mean by communication and social robots before presenting different views on communi‑
cation fromHRI and interpersonal research. We also explained that we understand a social
robot’s communication to be a designable property. Hence, similar to mass communica‑
tion, it needs to be designed and implemented in advance to achieve a certain effect on the
human side. Accordingly, we propose a pragmatic, linear view on communication design
for social robots. This view corresponds to a sender‑receiver perspective as advocated by
Shannon andWeaver [28]. We then turned to Lasswell’s 5Ws of mass communication [24],
which we believe precisely ad‑dress the critical variables in communication design for so‑
cial robots, namely: Who, says what, in which channel, to whom, with what effect. We
applied this interpersonal theory to HRI and built a framework around the questions pro‑
posed by Lasswell. Moreover, we added the context and evaluationmethod as crucial vari‑
ables that should be considered when communication between humans and social robots
is designed and studied. The resulting framework should help to better systematize exist‑
ing and future communication research in HRI. In addition, we pointed out that besides
the predefined communicative acts of a robot, other characteristics such as a robot’s mor‑
phology or doing nothing can also have an impact on humans. This is because humans
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tend to assign meaning to every cue in robots’ behavior and design. Conclusively social
robots ‘cannot not communicate’. To derive design guidelines for social robots’ communi‑
cation, static characteristics of the robot should also be considered when analyzing effects
in HRI. Especially features that do not serve a communicative function (e.g., eyes that do
not ”see” but are attached as a decorative feature; [46]) or features that do not meet hu‑
man expectations (e.g., vision sensors placed elsewhere than in a robot’s eyes) can disrupt
intended communication.

With regard to the frequently discussed question concerning how communicative acts
should be designed in detail (e.g., natural versus artificial, human‑ ormachinelike question
(e.g., [6])), more research is needed to decide which form of design is better suited and
contributes to a specific communicative goal. Based on the framework, it can be assumed
that different styles should be designed appropriately for different contexts, target group
and intended goals of the communication.

The exemplary application of the framework to three different studies on communica‑
tionwith social robots demonstrated the incremental value of the framework as it supports
the identification of similarities (e.g., the receiver in all studies were healthy adults, all vari‑
ations mainly target social effects as outcome variables) as well as differences (e.g., differ‑
ent robots as well as forms and channels of communication were used) between studies
on communication. In addition, research gaps become apparent concerning confounding
factors in existing research such as accompanying robot behaviors, e.g., gestures (e.g., [52])
and speech (e.g., [79]).

8. Limitations
As we have already mentioned, communication has many facets and thus, there are

many different approaches and theories to model it. Consequently, our overview of per‑
spectives on communication and the existing theories is not exhaustive. We are aware
that linear models for complex human communication in particular have been widely crit‑
icized [40]. Nevertheless, we consider it legitimate to take this view from a design per‑
spective in order to specifically investigate effects in HRI. Even if robots in the future learn
dynamically which behavior leads to a desired effect on the counter‑part, the possible be‑
haviors must be defined and implemented in advance. Therefore, with the current state
of the art, most behaviors for social robots are expected to need to be defined in advance
by humans, and a structured knowledge of the effects of certain communicative actions on
humans is helpful.

9. Conclusions
Much research has already been done on the design and effects of social robots’ com‑

munication. However, deriving conclusions and design guidelines is difficult at the mo‑
ment. Therefore, we propose a framework for researchers and designers to help system‑
atize the state of the art. We believe that such a systematic analysis of existing work will
help to better understand existing research (e.g., explain contradictory findings) and in
addition provide a toolkit for developers and designers to build robots based on their in‑
tended effects on humans (e.g., a robot that communicates in a way that is understood by
elderly people). We initially demonstrated how the framework can be applied to existing
research (Section 6). However, future work should use the framework more extensively
to compare studies. The framework therefore offers the opportunity for meta‑analyses of
existing research, and additionally draws the path for future robust research designs.
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